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4

Abstract5

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the erosion of traditional management systems in6

universities including collegiality, academic freedom, shared governance, and academic tenure7

and to illustrate how those unique features of higher education were substituted by new8

management concepts like productivity, revenues, employment flexibility, moderate evaluation9

of students, pedagogical issues and many others. This paper identifies the characteristics of10

traditional management university systems, then and based on secondary data illustrates the11

changes in the higher education context, which were caused by the increase in the number of12

students and the decrease of public funds that had a great impact on the management systems13

of the university and led to the erosion of the collegial model including the loss of some if not14

a large part of academic freedom, professional autonomy, and academic tenure in many cases.15

16

Index terms— university management systems; academic freedom; collegial model, shared governance,17
academic tenure, business management.18

Introduction his paper reviews the traditional management university systems, and especially the collegial19
model that was in place before the new public management and before many other business management models20
crept into university governance. This governance gave the universities a unique context based on academic21
freedom and shared governance discussed by Birnbaum (1988) and Giamatti (1988), and academic tenure in22
its relationship to collegiality as discussed by Brewster (1972), and their impact on teaching and research.23
This paper also highlights the changes that happened to the structure and administration of the university24
in the last few decades and which led to a great impact on the management systems, and consequently on25
teaching and research. It highlights the positive and negative influences in the university context. The main26
changes are represented by the loss of the universities for their academic freedom, shared governance, collegiality,27
academic tenure, and professional autonomy (Deem, 1998;Shils, 1997). Within those changes the universities have28
witnessed the birth of new concepts which are basically derived from neoliberalism and a business management29
model including productivity, revenue gains, employment flexibility, and which focuses on students’ choices and30
many other new concepts (Rochford, 2003). The changes that happened in higher education had both a direct31
and indirect impact on the morale of the academic profession (Deem, 1998;Shils, 1997;Rochford, 2003).The32
concepts of New Public Management that proliferated into the public sectors in a number of countries based on33
a business management model shifted the social and conservative government principles (Aucoin, 1995;Boston,34
1991). According to Samier, ”Since the late 1970s, public bureaucracies in a number of industrialized countries,35
predominantly the UK, New Zealand, Canada, Australia and, to a lesser extent the US, have undergone a number36
of structural and managerial changes inspired by private-sector practices, generally referred to as the New Public37
Management (NPM)” ??2001, p. 235). The new public management concept is an administrative ideology38
that was applied from the private sector to the public sector, thus changing public organizations that adopt it39
including higher education to allow them to be run on market theories (Samier, 2001;Savoie, 1994). According40
to Wright, Manigault, and Black (2004), some social phenomena in public administration are ambiguous such as41
employee motivation and organizational effectiveness, while other phenomena are contentious such as measuring42
the quality of outcomes in education and the effectiveness of the programs. Using a case study of an academic43
department in a public university in New Zealand, Houston, Robertson and Prebble (2008) demonstrated that44
audit processes and other quality models do not give enough attention to processes, educational theories, and45
student learning. These issues and other problems caused by new public management such as teaching overload46
and administrative tasks that prevent the faculty from47
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3 B) THE COLLEGIAL MODEL

1 II. Traditional University Management Systems48

Traditional management systems in universities and the unique features of higher education which are classified49
by Giamatti (1988) as one of the ’Helping Professions’ like healthcare and social services is the focus of discussion50
in this section. The purpose of this section is to trace back the traditional form of university management51
in relation to faculty members’ teaching and scholarship in order to determine what changes are brought to52
management in higher education.53

This section is divided into four subsections. Firstly, it illustrates the university uniqueness that makes54
management systems very different from any other kind of organizations due to the uniqueness of the university55
context and the unique features of the faculty members’ profession. Shils (1997) argues that the academic56
profession is unique and different from any other professions like law, medicine, or engineering. Secondly, this57
section reviews the collegial model that is based on academic freedom in teaching and research and consensual58
decision-making. According to Birnbaum (1988), the collegial model is based on trust between all members of59
higher education including not only faculty members and top administrators but also students and administrative60
staff. Thirdly, this section reviews another model of traditional management university systems: the shared61
governance model where differences are put aside for the sake of creating a common vision and where subordinates62
may be just as experienced and expert as, or even more, than their leaders. Giamatti (1988) focuses on the63
importance of shared governance within a university management system and explains that leaders in higher64
education should sacrifice authority for the sake of the university’s culture and academic quality. Finally, this65
section reviews the literature of academic tenure that has had an impact on academic freedom and is part of66
the collegial model. According to Brewster (1972), academic tenure is an unexceptional tool that keeps faculty67
members in their positions until retirement, which adds a lot of value to the higher education quality and68
improvement since it increases commitment to the university community that faculty members belong to.69

2 a) Uniqueness of the Traditional University Management70

Systems71

The literature of traditional management systems in higher education is based mostly on the Humboldt model72
from Berlin and in parts of North America and the Scottish model at the University of Edinburgh and reveals73
a common argument between scholars that the systems are unique due to the uniqueness of the university74
context in general and the faculty members’ profession specifically. ??hils (1997, p. 3) argues that the main75
task of universities is ”the methodical discovery and the teaching of truths about serious and important things.76
Part of the task is to enhance the students’ understanding and to train them in the attitudes and methods77
of critical assessment and testing of beliefs so that they can make what they believe as free from error as78
possible”. Similarly, Crebert (2000) explains that the distinctive task of the academic profession is to discover79
and transmit the truth, where the truth of a proposition is independent of the political orientation and the80
social position of the person affirming it. ??hils (1997, p.10) states that the occupation of academics is called a81
profession because it has distinctive privileges, but also special obligations. He explains that some occupations82
like engineering, medicine, and law are also considered professions, however those professions apply knowledge83
whereas the academic profession ”receives, assimilates, and discovers knowledge by methodical study and then84
interprets and transmits that knowledge; it transmits knowledge about the methods of discovery and especially85
of the validation of knowledge” ??Shils, 1997, p. 10).86

Research gives a unique nature to the profession of academics since it is the foundation of the academic87
profession, and therefore faculty members should base their teaching on what they find in their research or in88
research done by other scholars in their field (Jary and Parker, 1994; Maringe and Foskett, 2010; Rosovsky,89
1990;Shils, 1997;Whitehead, 1950). According to ??hitehead (1950, p. 139-140), ”[t]he justification for a90
university is that it preserves the connection between knowledge and the zest of life, by uniting the young91
and old in the imaginative consideration of learning?the task of a university is to weld together imagination and92
experience”. ??oyer (1990, p. 43) states that the quality of scholarship is dependent, above all else, on the vitality93
of each professor. Traditional university management systems are called governance in most circumstances instead94
of management as traditional systems in universities are based on the collegial relationship between deans and95
top administrators from one side and faculty members from the other side instead of a management relationship96
(Abbott-Chapman, 2005; Birnbaum, 1988; Boyer, 1990;Brewster, 1972;Campbell, 2000;Crebert, 2000;Giamatti,97
1988).98

3 b) The Collegial Model99

Until the 1980s the collegial model was the prominent university management model in western countries, in which100
the role of deans was to advocate academics and represent their interests within a selfgovernance organizational101
structure (Abbott-Chapman, 2005; Crebert 2000). According to Birnbaum (1988), the collegial model is based102
on slow deliberate change and consensual decision-making where responsibility is common between academics103
and administrators. There are three issues in higher education management that make it unique and suitable104
for the collegial model: understanding what academic freedom is, the relationship between universities and the105
government, and the appointing criteria of faculty to academic positions (Crebert, 2000). The first, according106
to ??hils (1997, p. 11), is a privilege of academic freedom and university autonomy in the academic profession.107
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This includes autonomy of decision-making in hiring and promotion, in teaching methods, in designing courses108
syllabi, and examination criteria in addition to the freedom in research initiatives and topics. Many scholars like109
Aucoin (1995), Boston (1991), and Savoie (1994) argue that academic freedom is the essential principle of the110
collegial model. In the early 19 th century and with the rise of the research from Humboldtian University, the111
definition of academic freedom was modified to include professional autonomy in teaching and research (Altbach,112
2001). According to Menand (1996), ”academic freedoms are socially engineered spaces in which parties engaged113
in specified pursuits enjoy protection from parties who would naturally seek to interfere in those pursuits” (p.3).114
The term ’academic freedom’ has been defined since medieval times as the freedom of academics to teach in their115
area of expertise according to the criteria of their discipline, and it includes the obligations and responsibilities116
of academics (Altbach, 2001). According to Landler (2000), academic freedom is the major legitimating concept117
of the whole university, and it lies at the core of political battles in the future of higher education to defend118
non interference in the academics’ search for knowledge. Consequently, this concept justifies the preservation119
of universities’ autonomy and academics’ autonomy within their universities (Rochford, 2003). As a result, this120
”embodies an acceptance by academics of the need to encourage openness and flexibility in academic work, and121
of their accountability to each other and to society in general” ??Tight, 1988, p. 132).122

Through the collegial model faculty members hire other faculty members through representative committees.123
The purpose of self-referential hiring is to preserve the values and vision of higher education (Birnbaum, 1988).124
This model is based on trust -as a major value of the institutional culture-among all parties of higher education,125
including faculty members, administrators, students and bargaining units (Birnbaum, 1988).Trust is the essential126
component of the higher education culture in order to lead to the success of self-governance, and this differs127
from bureaucratic models where administrative agendas and careers are more important than institutional life128
(Campbell, 2000). Collegial governance still operates to varying degrees in major universities, in Canada, the U.S,129
and European countries under the universities legislation at either the national, state or provincial level where130
senior administrators play the role of agents for faculties with a shared power between governors, administrators,131
and faculty by creating a rich academic community that has same values which are purely serving academia132
in opposition to management (Birnbaum, 1988;Giamatti, 1988;Jary and Parker, 1994;Maringe and Foskett,133
2010;Rosovsky, 1990;Shils, 1997;Whitehead, 1950).134

4 c) The Shared Governance Model135

The shared governance model is another traditional university management system. Giamatti (1988) argues that136
in a shared governance model there is an effective decision making process due to motivation and power and the137
need to attain communality that makes all members focus on the university’s benefits in decision making instead138
of individual benefits, even though there is always politics in a university and conflict among academic members.139
Differences are put aside that help in creating a common vision for the institution with a broad-based level140
of acceptance focusing on collectivism as a main source of effective responsibility and authority (Birnbaum,141
1988;Boyer, 1990;Brewster, 1972;Campbell, 2000;Crebert, 2000;Giamatti, 1988). Practicing democracy and142
commitment to it is essential in the shared governance model, and it is understood by seniors and all decision143
makers who ”work to create, promote, and live democratic ideals and values, such as equality, common goals,144
respect, and participatory decision-making” ??Miller and Katz, 2004, p. 85). Miller and Katz (2004) explain145
that the belief system governing the culture of the university is based on this fundamental assumption in which146
”shared governance assumes that legally protected rights and responsibilities are brokered among decision-making147
bodies, and that one body might voluntarily share a legally granted right for the welfare of an institution” (p. 86).148
For example, even curricular content is the responsibility of the academic administrative bodies like the senate149
in some universities; they collaborate with faculty to determine the content. Academic administrators within150
the shared governance model are aware that sacrificing authority and adopting a consensual decision making151
process to achieve clearly defined outcomes leads to quality improvement of the university culture (Giamatti,152
1988). This model is not based on silos decision-making by academic administrators and doesn’t focus on single153
criterion like efficiency, productivity, effectiveness, and cost (Giamatti, 1988). However, in a shared governance154
model ”all college and university employees-top tenured faculty, junior faculty, temporary and part-time/adjunct155
faculty, graduate teaching and research assistants, professional staff with and without faculty rank, the classified156
and support staff who keep the educational enterprise going-should have a guaranteed voice in decision-making,157
a role in shaping policy in the areas of their expertise?”(American Federation of Teachers, 2002, p. 3).158

5 d) Academic Tenure159

The traditional university governance systems focus on academic tenure, which is not necessarily available or160
applied for faculty members in contemporary universities or at least not in all universities. Brewster (1972)161
defines academic tenure as ”[t]he practical fact in most places, and the unexceptional rule ?. A guarantee of162
appointment until retirement age” (p. 12). Another definition from Van Alstyne (1971) is: ” Tenure, accurately163
and unequivocally defined, lays no claim whatever to a guarantee of lifetime employment. Rather, tenure provides164
only that no person continuously retained as a full-time faculty member beyond a specified lengthy period of165
probationary service may thereafter be dismissed without adequate cause” (p: 329). Therefore academic tenure,166
whether it is defined from a realistic observer point of view or from a cautious scholar perspective, is one of the167
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6 III. CHANGES IN TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

main characteristics of traditional academic governance in universities that existed for decades. The declaration168
of principles of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) committee on academic tenure and169
academic freedom declared in its practical proposal in 1915 that:170

[i]n every institution there should be an unequivocal understanding as to the term of each appointment; and171
the tenure of professorships and associate professorships, and of all positions above the grade of instructor after172
ten years of service, should be permanent subject to the provisions hereinafter given for removal upon charges.173
(AAUP, 1915, p. 405) Academic tenure was then developed in 1940 when the statement of principles on academic174
tenure and freedom included that:175

[t]enure is a means to certain ends; specifically: (1) Freedom of teaching and research and of extramural176
activities and (2) a sufficient degree of economic security to make the profession attractive to men and women177
of ability. Freedom and economic security, hence, are indispensable to the success of an institution in fulfilling178
its obligations to its students and to society. (AAUP, 1940, p. 407) In comparison, the 1915 declaration was179
the result of a committee of professors, however the 1940 declaration was the result of a committee including180
professors together with presidents from colleges and universities. This brings to our attention the fact that the181
1940 declaration that focuses on academic freedom whether in teaching and research and also gender among182
faculty members was introduced with the committee including presidents or top academic administrators who183
were supporting academic freedom and academic tenure which may not be the case nowadays. It can be deduced184
that academic tenure is part of the collegial model where senior academic administrators like deans and presidents185
who represented faculty or were agents for them as mentioned above used to stay in their positions for a few years186
and then go back to their academic positions. This is an important factor that may have encouraged presidents to187
defend academic freedom in teaching and research, such as in the 1940 declaration of principles of the American188
Association of University Professors (AAUP). As Rosovsky (1990) argues, tenure includes less interference with189
one’s work, a learning environment of professors from the two genders, a guarantee from age discrimination, and190
a social contract.191

It can be recognized that the characteristics of traditional management university systems are all interrelated:192
academic tenure came out not to guarantee a job for life, but it means that the political or religious realm cannot193
get rid of a professor for holding a critical view, and this is linked with academic freedom because tenure as a194
social contract makes a favourable climate of academic freedom in addition to a commitment to long term plans.195
Tenure also has a major positive impact on shared governance because senior professors do not feel threatened by196
bringing able faculty members to the university. ??armichael (1988, p. 453) argues ”tenure is necessary, because197
without it incumbents would never be willing to hire people who might turn out to be better than themselves”.198
Rosovsky (1990) also links tenure with collegiality by arguing that collegiality develops gradually and requires199
time to build, and tenure is one of the major reasons to build collegiality where people belong to one community200
that they care about, and therefore commitment needs a powerful tool, which in this case is tenure.201

6 III. Changes in Traditional University Management Systems202

This section discusses the changes that have taken place in the university system within the proliferation of203
business management models to its context. All of the traditional management university characteristics that are204
discussed in the first section are reviewed in terms of the changes that they encountered within the increase of the205
university’s size, the dwindling of public funds, and the application of business management models in a higher206
educational context. The purpose of this section is to show what traditional management characteristics were207
eroded and what new management characteristics emerged when the university gave its collegial model up. In208
the 1980s and 1990s the expansion of university systems to accommodate a larger percentage of the population209
going to university and the increase in technology expenses accompanied with the financial constrictions and210
the confused relationship between universities and governments all reduced the self-confidence of the academic211
profession in its dedication to its calling (Shils, 1997, p.7). Those changes had a great impact on the management212
systems in the universities, thus leading to the erosion of the collegial model including shared governance,213
academic freedom, professional autonomy, and academic tenure. Suddenly, new management concepts emerged214
like productivity, revenues, employment flexibility, moderate evaluation of students, pedagogical issues and many215
others ??Richford, 2003). The change from a collegial model to business models was not the choice of higher216
education. When public funds were restricted, universities had to use marketing strategies to attract funds.217
Accordingly the collegial model was gradually ignored, and business models took place.218

This section is divided into two subsections. Firstly, it illustrates the introduction of managerialism into219
university administration and presents the literature that considers managerialism as an effective model within220
the new context of the university. For example, Rochford (2003) considers that some terms like productivity,221
revenue gain, and employment flexibility are now very familiar in the university context as it shifts from a unique222
governance system into an organization that applies many of the business management models that would be223
considered most appropriate to serve its financial objectives. Secondly, this section presents the opposite view of224
the literature, which considers that the erosion of the collegial model had a negative impact on higher education.225
For instance and according to ??eem (1988), bureaucratic consistency erodes professional autonomy and replaces226
collegiality with regulations and control.227
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7 a) Introduction of Managerialism into University Administra-228

tion229

In 1970, and as a response to stagflation or inflation accompanied by the rise of unemployment, former U.S.230
President Ronald Reagan and former UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher were the first to advocate the231
neoliberalism creed (Friedman, 2002;Harvey, 2005). Neoliberalism rapidly spread across the seven wealthiest232
countries on earth: Japan, Canada, Italy, Germany, France, the UK, and the US, and then continued to233
developing countries including most of South America, Poland, and Iraq (Harvey, 2005; Taylor and Jordan, 2009).234
Neoliberalism involved politicaleconomic practices of deregulation and privatization besides the promotion of free235
trade and free markets (Friedman, 2002;Harvey, 2005;Schumpeter, 1996; Taylor and Jordan, 2009). It had a great236
impact on higher education due to minimal interference of governments as this ideology states restraining public237
funds (Harvey, 2005;Schumpeter, 1996). For example, in 1992 in Australia, in order to reduce future government238
liability for old age pensions and to increase national savings the financing of universities was deregulated (Harvey,239
2005). Students were required to contribute to university fees through the Higher Education Contribution Scheme240
(HECS), which is a repayable loan system, and universities were encouraged to increase income by admitting full-241
feepaying students including foreign students (Harvey, 2005). Consequently, this led to increase in the number of242
students and therefore university expansion and the increasing diversity of students due to international student243
mobility from less developed and poor countries to developed and richer countries (Maringe and Foskett, 2010).244
Maringe and Foskett (2010) discuss changes in universities due to the increase in the international mobility245
of graduates and academic staff within the graduate labour market. Currently, heterogeneous global systems246
have a great impact on universities where higher education is subject to international laws and covenants, and247
international organizations like UNESCO and the World Bank are exporting practices from the west to the east248
where political validity of this perspective is questioned (Menand, 1996). Universities are facing an increasing249
competition for funding, staff resources, and student tuition resources as a result of the decline in public funding,250
and this is causing universities to focus on global citizenship (Menand, 1996). For example, in order to encourage251
a more educated workforce, the UK government has increased the competition between institutions in order252
to expand the number of participants, and this has led to the marketisation of higher education and redefined253
students as consumers (Molesworth, Scullion, and Nixon, 2011). The new environment of higher education forces254
universities to set marketing and investing strategies (Rochford, 2003). The new corporate style of university255
governance also has a great influence on the relationship of universities with their students, staff, and faculty256
members.257

According to some scholars (Bastedo, 2012; De Bary, 2010; Maringe and Foskett, 2010;Menand,258
1996;Molesworth, Scullion and Nixon, 2011;Schrecker, 2010; ??ildavsky, 2012), the relationship between the259
university and the society and between the university and students had to take a new form along with the260
changes affecting the university by shifting from the collegial model to a more managerial model. According261
to ??ochford (2003, p. 257), ”it appears likely that the responsibility to society to educate its students is262
to be mediated and measured by the concepts of the market, which requires the mechanism of contract law263
to facilitate its transactions”. Davis, Sullivan, and Yeatman (1997, p. 2) explainthat ”[t]he development of264
contract law has been important in the economic world because of its capacity to support complex market265
exchanges”. Nonetheless, ”contracts are a device, sometimes useful, sometimes not, in promoting mutually266
beneficial relations” (Davis, Sullivan, and Yeatman, 1997, p. 27). The idea of contractualism is a direct reason for267
a new management system in the university known as ’New Public Management’ (Davis, Sullivan, and Yeatman,268
1997). The main characteristics of ’New Public Management’ are: determination to manage, defined criteria269
of performance assessment, lack of resources accompanied with cost-cutting strategies, disaggregation of public270
sector departments leading to competition within the public sector, and stress placed on industry management271
models (Davis, Sullivan, and Yeatman, 1997).272

Alford and O’Neill (1994) explain that ”some form of organizational hierarchy is governed by contracts (or273
quasi-contracts) between buyers and sellers, either inside or outside the public sector”. ??ochford (2003, p.274
252) explains that ” pressures to move to fixed term contracts rather than to maintain the idea of tenure,275
change the language used to describe the university, allowing presumptions of strict market conditions and276
contract based relationships to be normalized”. Meek and Wood (1997) considers that when higher education277
organizations shifted from a few elite universities into a mass system of universities the collegial model of278
universities was challenged to manage more effectively. According to Meek and Wood (1997), along with the279
developing environment of universities, traditional governance forms may no longer be effective. Accordingly,280
many universities considered the collegial model to be constraining to their development and success. Alford281
and O’Neill (1994) argue that participatory decision-making and the collegial model was incompatible with the282
increased focus on student choice and the need to keep pace with business and industrial development. Inevitably,283
many universities were not able to ignore those suggestions and the criticism of their collegial model, especially284
with the pressures to attract non-government funding sources; consequently they shifted to management systems285
that are adopted from industry.286

Some scholars created the concept of ’soft managerialism’ like ??row (1994, p. 11) who views ”higher287
education as an autonomous activity, governed by its own norms and traditions, with a more effective and288
rationalized management still serving functions defined by the academic community itself”. Contrary to, the ’289
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8 B) CHANGES IN THE NATURE OF THE PROFESSORIATE

hard managerialism that was especially adopted in Australia and the UK according to Trow (1994, p. 12), ”the290
activities of [the academic] community through funding formulas and other mechanisms of accountability imposed291
from outside the academic community, management mechanisms created and largely shaped for application to292
large commercial enterprises”.293

8 b) Changes in the Nature of the Professoriate294

Funding restraints and massification are the major characteristics that changed the traditional universities,295
causing a great pressure on its traditional methods of academic governance (Bargh, Scott, and Smith, 1996;Kelsey,296
1998). During the last two decades a critical debate was raised among scholars about a suitable management297
system for higher education. The combat is mainly between managerialism and academia. Many scholars like298
Aucoin (1995), Boston (1991), Samier (2001); and Savoie (1994) agree that when business management models299
were used in public organizations under the administrative ideology that is known as new public management300
the collegial model was eroded and the universities lost some of their traditional principles like professional301
autonomy and scholarly values in teaching and research. Shils (1997, p. 13) explains how the academic ethos302
developed from old Medieval traditions and early modern European practices that were influenced by the main303
Arab universities. He traces back its origins to the time before the establishment of official universities, when there304
were educated people who enquired about fundamental and reliable knowledge. Academic ethics representing305
academic professionalism was viewed as being selfevident to academics until the first quarter of the twentieth306
century, but universities are changing with the changes to the societies they are situated in. Universities are larger307
now, more administrative duties are required from academics, and administrators have more financial demand,308
and this has affected the morale of the academic profession (Agovino, 2000;Altbach, 2001;Landler, 2000;Sachs,309
2000).310

Although the central value of higher education in traditional management systems is academic freedom as311
analysed in the first section, this is ignored by many universities and governments in western countries and312
the Middle East and is attacked in many instances. For example, many Siberian academics were arrested for313
publications that criticize the regime (Agovino, 2000), an academic researcher was warned by his university’s314
president in Hong Kong not to conduct studies against the region’s chief executive (Landler, 2000), and a315
well-known scholar was arrested in Egypt for ’defaming’ the country (Sachs, 2000). Some topics are taboo for316
publications and research in Malaysia and Singapore because of government pressure (Altbach, 2001).317

At the beginning of the current century Russia and Eastern and Central Europe countries accomplished318
reasonable levels but not the full range of academic freedom (Altbach, 2001). In fact, many countries recognize319
academic freedom and convey a commitment to it, but this is not enough because academic freedom is the320
core value of the university’s mission, and it is by no means secure in the whole world. According to those321
beliefs, academics have a duty to speak out on the governance of their universities and of their communities,322
however universities are worried about research and especially political research conducted by their academics323
and therefore establish and implement policies to control what they say since it may have counter effects on324
their reputation and thus hinders their marketing strategies. ??ochford (2003, p.252) states ”the temptation to325
exercise that control grows with the growing value of the university name as a reputational asset”.326

One of the major principles of academic freedom is the participation of academics in university governance.327
According to the Development in the Law-Academic Freedom (1968, p. 1049), ”By obtaining a voice in328
decisions of academic policy, faculty members are able to secure an area in which scholarship can thrive free329
from administrative restraint”. Nevertheless, those traditional methods of academic governance have changed330
dramatically in many western and eastern universities. According to the American Federation of Teachers(AFT,331
2002, p. 9), ” [i]ncreased workloads, restrictive tenure standards, pressures to incorporate new technologies in332
teaching and demoralization resulting from top-level assertions of power have had the predictable, if perverse,333
effect of decreasing the willingness of faculty and staff to participate in the shared governance of their institutions”.334

By adopting business management models, universities created a new type of relationship with academics, it335
is now and in most circumstances an employment relationship between higher education institutes as a corporate336
entity more than the collegial community of academics. This new relationship created hierarchical structures337
where faculty members have a subordinate role that is clearly identified based on ’contractualism’ in which338
universities are employers looking after their investments ??Rochford, 2003, p. 254). Many universities now339
apply more control over faculty members about the topics and the release of research results and research340
material through intellectual property policies (Monotti, 2000). Even the curriculum and course syllabus can341
be constrained by legal regimes that have control over universities and their ’employees’. For example ”if the342
administrative requirements of the university necessitate the publication of the subject syllabus in promotional343
documentation the academic is constrained by consumer protection statutes governing misleading and deceptive344
conduct to teach to that syllabus” ??Rochford, 2003, p. 256). Consequently, universities implement further345
constraints on students’ assessment levels like moderate evaluation and make all information available to students,346
which then hinder students’ scepticism, critical thinking, and knowledge searching. According to the American347
Federation of Teachers(AFT, 2002, p. 10), university systems are changing curriculum from”a broad-based348
liberal arts curriculum intended to help students develop and mature intellectually into critically thinking349
democratic citizens” to a curriculum that places students as trainees for the real world. National and international350
accreditation bodies forced academics to teach content, ”[i]f the course or subject has been accredited, and this351
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fact is promoted to students or employers, an additional constraint applies to the academic teaching the subject?352
[t]hese restrictions are a far cry from the German concept of Lehrfreiheitfreedom to teach-by which the professor353
was free in his or her choice of what to discuss in the classroom” ??Rochford, 2003, p. 256). As a result of354
this and due to the proliferation of commercial principles in university administration, the academics’ role has355
changed and was identified by their value as instructors in courses that generate income, scholars who publish356
research that attracts funds and serve the reputation of the university, and maybe nothing more than being a357
consultant in university services (Menand, 1996). The contemporary relationship between the university and358
students experienced a new form so that:359

[i]n the light of these changes, it is evident that a rational theory of the legal relationship between the student360
and the university can only develop within the context of the university as an instrument of society. In this361
concept, student-university relationships cease to be the private affairs the university has long considered them.362
The university’s responsibility to its students is a responsibility to society. ??Furay, 1970, p. 245) According363
to Deem (1998), professional autonomy is being eroded since business plans and hard data have replaced trust364
between staff for the sake of bureaucratic consistency and the form-filling of processes in higher education.365

In his view administrators put pressure on faculty such as curriculum managers who force faculty to teach366
a large number of students with few resources, thus creating pedagogical issues. This is also seen among some367
faculty themselves who have administrative roles like department chairs or deans where they need to follow specific368
policies and procedures that make them put pressure on other faculty and on themselves for the purpose of better369
quality in teaching and research as they assume. As a result, academic collegiality is replaced by regulations and370
control (Ainley& Bailey 1997; Prichard et al, 1998;Randle & Brady, 1997).371

Indisputably, there is a great contradiction between the new bureaucratic techniques and establishing372
professionalism in higher education (Jary& Parker, 1994). Therefore, faculty members who usually work373
autonomously cannot accept the erosion of their professional autonomy and work for the quantity of their374
publications in order to pass research evaluations (Kogan and Henkel, 1983). Research, which was once375
a symbol of freedom, is now exploited to assess academic performance for the sake of retaining credibility376
(Morgan, 2006).According to the American Federation of Teachers (AFT, 2002), the corporatized model of377
college governance is threatening the meaning of research and higher education through outsourcing teaching378
jobs, graduate research and teaching assistants, and adjunct faculty with no academic freedom, low pay, and379
little security instead of dedicated full-time professionals. As a result, research and teaching have changed their380
meanings among academics in some cases where faculty members accepted the erosion of collegiality, and in other381
cases these changes and the increase of control is faced with resistance (Schrecker, 2010).382

Those changes in the higher education context, which were caused by the increase in the number of students383
and the decrease of public funds, had a great impact on the management systems in the university and led384
to the erosion of the collegial model including the loss of some if not a large part of academic freedom,385
professional autonomy, and academic tenure in many cases (see Figure 1). New management concepts emerged386
like productivity, revenues, employment flexibility, moderate evaluation of students, pedagogical issues and many387
others (see Figure 2). In conclusion, this paper identifies the impact that many scholars have found along with388
the changes of traditional management university systems characterized mainly by academic freedom, collegiality,389
shared governance, and academic tenure, when universities became huge and public funds were constrained. This390
negative impact urges the need for future research to be done on how to go back to traditional management391
systems like the collegial model in today’s universities. This can be done through creating a new management392
model that takes into consideration the issues caused by new public management, including overload in teaching,393
administrative tasks, faculty turnover and the reasons behind this along with the quality of teaching and research.394
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